
GE THEME COURSES 

Overview 
Courses that are accepted into the General Education (GE) Themes must meet two sets of Expected 
Learning Outcomes (ELOs): those common for all GE Themes and one set specific to the content of the 
Theme. This form begins with the criteria common to all themes and has expandable sections relating to 
each specific theme. 

A course may be accepted into more than one Theme if the ELOs for each theme are met. Courses 
seeing approval for multiple Themes will complete a submission document for each theme.  Courses 
seeking approval as a 4-credit, Integrative Practices course need to complete a similar submission form 
for the chosen practice.  It may be helpful to consult your Director of Undergraduate Studies or 
appropriate support staff person as you develop and submit your course.  

Please enter text in the boxes to describe how your class will meet the ELOs of the Theme to which it 
applies. Please use language that is clear and concise and that colleagues outside of your discipline will 
be able to follow. You are encouraged to refer specifically to the syllabus submitted for the course, since 
the reviewers will also have that document Because this document will be used in the course review and 
approval process, you should be as specific as possible, listing concrete activities, specific theories, 
names of scholars, titles of textbooks etc.  

Course subject & number

General Expectations of All Themes 
GOAL 1: Successful students will analyze an important topic or idea at a more advanced 
and in-depth level than the foundations. 

Please briefly identify the ways in which this course represents an advanced study of the focal 
theme.  In this context, “advanced” refers to courses that are e.g., synthetic, rely on research or cutting-
edge findings, or deeply engage with the subject matter, among other possibilities. (50-500 words) 



ELO 1.1 Engage in critical and logical thinking about the topic or idea of the theme. Please link this 
ELO to the course goals and topics and indicate specific activities/assignments through which it will be met. (50-
700 words) 

ELO 1.2 Engage in an advanced, in-depth, scholarly exploration of the topic or idea of the theme. 
Please link this ELO to the course goals and topics and indicate specific activities/assignments through which it will 
be met. (50-700 words) 

Course subject & number



GOAL 2: Successful students will integrate approaches to the theme by making 
connections to out-of-classroom experiences with academic knowledge or across disciplines 
and/or to work they have done in previous classes and that they anticipate doing in future. 

ELO 2.1 Identify, describe, and synthesize approaches or experiences as they apply to the theme. 
Please link this ELO to the course goals and topics and indicate specific activities/assignments through which it will 
be met. (50-700 words) 

ELO 2.2 Demonstrate a developing sense of self as a learner through reflection, self-assessment, and 
creative work, building on prior experiences to respond to new and challenging contexts. Please link 
this ELO to the course goals and topics and indicate specific activities/assignments through which it will be met. 
(50-700 words) 

Course subject & number



Specific Expectations of Courses in Sustainability 

GOAL 1: Students analyze and explain how social and natural systems function, 
interact, and evolve over time; how human wellbeing depends on these interactions; how 
actions have impacts on subsequent generations and societies globally; and how human 
values, behaviors, and institutions impact multi-faceted, potential solutions across time.   

1.1 Describe elements of the fundamental dependence of humans on Earth and environmental 
systems and on the resilience of these systems. Please link this ELO to the course goals and topics and 
indicate specific activities/assignments through which it will be met. (50-700 words) 
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1.3 Devise informed and meaningful responses to problems and arguments in the area of 
sustainability based on the interpretation of appropriate evidence and an explicit statement of 
values.  Please link this ELO to the course goals and topics and indicate specific activities/assignments through 
which it will be met. (50-700 words) 

Course subject & number

1.2 Describe, analyze and critique the roles and impacts of human activity and technology on both 
human society and the natural world, in the past, currently, and in the future. Please link this ELO to 
the course goals and topics and indicate specific activities/assignments through which it will be met. (50-700 
words) 


	Overview
	General Expectations of All Themes
	GOAL 1: Successful students will analyze an important topic or idea at a more advanced and in-depth level than the foundations.
	GOAL 2: Successful students will integrate approaches to the theme by making connections to out-of-classroom experiences with academic knowledge or across disciplines and/or to work they have done in previous classes and that they anticipate doing in ...

	Specific Expectations of Courses in Sustainability
	GOAL 3: Students analyze and explain how social and natural systems function, interact, and evolve over time; how human wellbeing depends on these interactions; how actions have impacts on subsequent generations and societies globally; and how human v...


	LO 1: 
	1 Engage in critical and logical thinking about the topic or idea of the theme: Critical and logical thinking is the main theme of nearly all activities in this course. As a representative example: in the very first week, students are asked to construct a scale model of the Solar System, scaled down to the size of Columbus (similar to the smaller-sized scale model recently built on OSU campus), and then drawn on a physical or virtual (google) map, which is a second rescaling. This exercise requires multiple unit conversions and is intentionally prone to mistakes when students quickly enter numbers on a calculator. The objective of this exercise, and others in the course, is for students to develop an intuition for relative magnitudes (not just of celestial objects and distances, but in general problem solving), and to make educated order-of-magnitude estimates, ideally without the use of a calculator. Another similar exercise asks students to estimate the circumference of the Earth by starting with some distance that a student may have a good estimate of, such as the width of the US, and then estimating how many times the US would fit around a globe. Another fun example has students make a sketch and some basic calculations to realize that when we see a ‘half moon’ in the sky, they themselves, sitting in their chair, will be at that exact location in space 2 hours later (or earlier, depending on first-quarter or second-quarter moon phase).  Another activity has students design a scientific experiment to test whether astrological horoscope actually match their zodiac signs (inevitably demonstrating that only 1/12th of students correctly pick their own horoscope when the zodiac/month is blinded). Almost all exercises are aimed at critical/logical thinking. 

	ELO 1: 
	2 Engage in an advanced, in-depth, scholarly exploration of the topic or idea of the theme: As described further in response to ELO 2.1 below, students work in small groups throughout the semester to apply what they learn in this class to plan a first human settlement on an assigned planet or moon. Specific suggestions for the students include, e.g., 1) what trajectory would you use for your space craft to get there (taking advantage of gravitational slingshot effects), 2) where would you establish your settlement, taking into account temperatures/climate/weather/resources, 3) what resources would you try to bring versus what resources might be locally available (e.g., water, minerals, oxygen), 4) what are the main environmental challenges and how might you deal with those, 5) how would you communicate with loved ones still on Earth. Not surprisingly, students incorporate many concepts from the most recent SciFi blockbusters, such as the Martian and Inception, but every year there are also many clever plans for next generation rocket designs, floating cities in the atmospheres of Jovian Gas Giants, and alternative food sources. The exercise also involves literature review, properly citing references, team work, constructing effective visual aids, and oral presentation of results to a broad audience.

	ELO 2: 
	1 Identify, describe, and synthesize approaches or experiences as they apply to the theme: At the start of the course, all students are put in 5-6 student groups that are carefully put together with students from different colleges/majors, freshmen to seniors, and other diversity, equity and inclusion considerations to build interdisciplinary and diverse teams. A Carmen module lays out the advantages and ground rules for working in such diverse teams. The objective of the project is for each team to develop a scientific proposal to establish a first human settlement on an assigned Planet or moon in our Solar System. Students are required to both incorporate the basic physics laws etc. taught in this (see previous ELO) and prior courses -and- bring their own background to the table in considering what social science, arts/dance, law, medical, pedagogical, engineering, etc. aspects to consider in their plans. This exercise inevitably leads to animated group discussions between, e.g., the engineer focused on rocket design, the social scientist anticipating the adverse effects of social isolation, agricultural challenges, medical concerns, or the writer/historian that wants to provide first-hand documentation of these historical events. 
	2 Demonstrate a developing sense of self as a learner through reflection, self-assessment, and creative work, building on prior experiences to respond to new and challenging contexts: This ELO too is embedded in the semester-long group project referenced above. Students regularly meet with their team-members to discuss what they have learned in the last lecture/labs and how to incorporate this into their mission plans. In the first weeks of the semester, a plan to establish a settlement on a remote moon of Saturn typically involves something like ‘flying straight there in a turbocharged rocket with enough water to sustain the settlement’, while reflections on later lectures illustrate how to evaluate payload weight limitations and the advantages of seemingly crazy space-ship trajectories that ‘bounce’ from planet to planet before sling-shotting to the final destination; and that ample water may be available, albeit frozen, on such moons. Creativity is paramount in succeeding in this project. In addition, the course has initial and final student surveys, as well as similar questions embedded in midterms, to gauge how students’ opinions and understanding of critical concepts such as climate change, the ages of Earth and the Universe, evolution, etc. evolve over the course of the semester.  Finally, the course includes weekly quizzes that are graded but are only a minor component of grading scheme. These quizzes provide students with regular feedback on whether or not they are effectively absorbing the material and allow early intervention (e.g., an office hour to discuss study methods) when necessary. 

	Briefly identify the ways in which this course represents an advanced study of the focal theme: In this course, EARTHSC 2205 The Planets, students are first reminded of a number of fundamental principles that they should have been exposed to in the Foundations and before, such as Newton’s (and Kepler’s) Laws of Motion and Gravity, followed by more advanced topics such as how light and matter interact (basic concepts of quantum mechanics). More importantly, though, this course puts an emphasis on teaching students how to -combine- knowledge from different areas/prior courses to understand new problems. Specifically, how the aforementioned principles 1) explain how we have such tremendous knowledge of astronomical objects that we have never visited, i.e., purely from the light that reaches us from such objects, 2) how both Newton’s law and a different formulation in terms of conservation laws can explain the orbits of planets and moons in our solar system as well as the optimal trajectories of space craft, but also 3) how we can explain planetary geology and the physics of planetary atmospheres by the same principles. In terms of the latter example, rather than describing the properties of individual planets and moons one-by-one, students learn how to compare differences and similarities in fundamental processes across related objects (e.g., terrestrial planets and moons). 
	Course subject & number: EARTHSC 2205
	1: 
	3 Devise informed and meaningful responses to problems and arguments in sustainability based on the interpretation of appropriate evidence and explicit values: This ELO will be primarily addressed through our discussions on (scientific evidence of) climate change as well as the semester-long group project described in the general ELOs above. In the group project, students have to discuss with each other and reason how they will address the innumerable challenges in establishing a new human civilization on an extraterrestrial planet or moon. What does a sustainable agricultural system look like on Ganymede? Are the methane lakes on Titan a sustainable energy source? Does solar energy make sense on Pluto? Is nuclear energy ever a good option? In terms of values and ethics, we will also return to current media coverage in which a few billionaires appear to envision human colonies in space / other planets/moons rather than using their resources to improve the sustainability of Life on Earth (which is still far easier). On a different track, we will discuss the environmental stewardship of Indigenous Americans in the US and how this had shaped the American landscapes before the arrival of Europeans (questioning terms like ‘wilderness’). Finally, we will discuss more specifically how resource extraction and impacts of climate change tend to disproportionally affect communities that are already economically disadvantaged.
	2 Describe, analyze and critique the roles and impacts of human activity and technology on human society and the natural world: After students understand the basic mechanism of heating in a greenhouse they work through back-of-the-envelope calculations to convince themselves that 1) there is not as much atmosphere as most people imagine, 2) the air in our atmosphere only contained a tiny fraction (less than 1/20th of a percent) of CO2 to begin with, 3) the total amounts of CO2 that humans emit annually is a lot more than people imagine (comparable to the volume of the entire Appalachian mountain range), so 4) it is really not that surprising that this has an effect on our atmosphere and indeed leads to significant global warming. We also discuss many other impacts of humans on our environment, such as the use of lead in many products, sulphur emissions leading to acid rain, and chorofluorocarbon (CFC) emissions destroying our protective ozone layer. The latter two, in particular, are then used as examples of good governance where eventually global treaties were agreed to; in fact, our current generation of students are barely aware of the worries about acid rain and the ozone layer that perhaps kept their teachers and parents awake at night only ~2 decades ago, while any worries of negative impacts on economies appear to have been unwarranted. Obviously, we are not there yet with climate change and we discuss the all-encompassing societal and technological changes that will be required to address this challenge.
	1 Describe elements of the fundamental dependence of humans on Earth and environmental systems and on the resilience of these systems: This ELO is addressed in nearly every lecture and activity in this course. Early on in the course, students learn how ancient civilizations looked at the skies to provide a calendar for, e.g., agricultural activities and navigation (as well as omens for military and other endeavors). Later, in learning about our own Solar System and other star-planet we keep returning to the 'goldilocks' zone and more generally the conditions required for the existence (and sustainability) of Life. At the most basic level, these are a narrow range of temperatures and pressures that allow for liquid (in addition to frozen and gaseous) water. An atmosphere is required for pressures that prevent surface water from evaporating into space, and temperatures have to be just right for large amounts of surface water to exist. On Earth, a -moderate- greenhouse effect from our atmosphere is actually essential and without it most/all surface water would be frozen. We then discuss how both Mars and Venus may have been very similar to current Earth with oceans and perhaps life; However, smaller Mars cooled, became geologically dead, and lost most of its atmosphere and then water, while similar-sized Venus had a runaway build-up of CO2 in its atmosphere and associated escalating greenhouse effect, ultimately resulting in its current scorching surface temperatures of ~900F/475C. Students learn how Earth has a unique CO2 cycle that has acted as a thermostat in regulating the Earth's temperature, thus safeguarding the resilience of life on Earth. But also that this cycle operates on geological time-scales (see ELOs below). Students also learn (often for the first time) that the only reason Earth's atmosphere contains ~20% of oxygen is entirely because of Life itself (oxygen is extremely reactive and would immediately turn into rust, while lifeforms are the main source of new oxygen).



